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Build better with DIRTT
Clean, rapid construction. Total design freedom.
As a preferred DIRTT partner, we can provide optimal sub-trade solutions that are an agile, flexible
alternative to fixed construction. DIRTT is revolutionizing the construction industry by using
gaming technology to create prefabricated interior solutions that allow for complete design
freedom.
From faster project completion times to improved worksite safety, the benefits of our solution
speak directly to efficiency, quality and profitability.
This partnership enables us to provide high-quality environments that are attractive, adapt to
future change, and are more environmentally responsible, all at a cost similar to conventional
construction.
As your client’s needs change, DIRTT and Continental Office will work to change with them.
Whether they’re planning for today or tomorrow, we’ll help you get them wherever they’re going.

Flexibility designed to suit your
client’s needs
We challenge the status quo and strive to change the way you think
about how your clients view work. Our DIRTT solution:
Uses the latest technology to fit your plans with pre-engineered solutions
DIRTT’s forward-thinking software, ICE, removes the guesswork from
construction by producing real-time design changes, pricing, material
specifications, and an interactive 3D experience.
Helps save money with high-quality, sustainable materials
Cost certainty lets you know what you're paying without any changes.
Embracing DIRTT's design and manufacturing technology can often reduce
project schedules, resulting in potential project cost savings. Everything is
manufactured to precise standards, eliminating waste in resources, saving
money over time.
Gets you skilled support
With a network of partners across the country, DIRTT can deliver projects to
where you need them most. DIRTT’s team members can create a custom set
of robust interface elements that support reconfiguration, extreme levels of
customization, and distributed manufacturing.

We support:

Provides a safer work environment
Keep your workers safe with ready for installation options. With DIRTT’s
components arriving partially or fully assembled and ready for installation,
your construction zone instantly becomes safer. Fewer tools are needed,
minimial offcuts and debris to work around.
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Property Lifecycle

Design/A & D

1.

Acquisition/
Real Estate

Throughout the property's
lifecycle, there is a continual
need to work with many
partners from groundbreaking
to move in and other matters
for years to come. No matter
what stage, we're there to
provide support.
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Build/General
Contractors
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Maintain/
Property
Management

